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SLOW TIME

Casal Balaguer Cultural Centre in
Palma de Mallorca by Flores & Prats
and Duch-Pizà is an accumulation of
its evolution, writes Eleanor Beaumont
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In many ways,
Casal Balaguer is an
encapsulation of the city
of Palma (right) – an
urbanity in miniature,
bearing evidence of
the layers of evolution.
Drawing obsessively
allows the architects to
‘know’ the building in a
way that is possible ‘only
through a work process
that values accumulated
time as a quality, and not
as a defect’
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T

he thick walls of La Seu, Palma’s
medieval cathedral, are pierced
with tiny dark openings as if into
an ancient prison. They appear
unremarkable at first, but as the Mallorcan
sun catches the Santanyí sandstone, you
notice that the corners flick and curl like
the corners of plump tasselled cushions.
The edges curve and fold inwards and out
again like unreeling ribbons. A four-petalled
flower clings to an unfurling frond.
A mischievous, if artful, vandal has been let
loose with a chisel: none other than Josep
Jujol who followed Gaudí to Palma in 1908.
Jujol’s sumptuously carved windows are
a lesson in light and shadow, turning light
to liquid and stone to soft folds of fabric,
but they also teach us about the buildings
we inherit and reclaim, sculpting the taut
medieval expanse of cold stone into a new
joyful architecture. It is a lesson worth
learning in a city piled high with historic
buildings within the well-worn grooves of its
medieval fabric. Palma is riven with a fine
web of alleys and passages, the urban blocks
percolated with hundreds of courtyards and
patios like the holes in a pumice stone.
Casal Balaguer, girdled within Palma’s
Moorish city walls, is a typical grand
Mallorcan courtyard house, an accumulation
of 14th-century stone house, a 16th-century

square tower, and a comprehensive 18thcentury facelift. This sizeable addition was
built on the site of the kitchen garden that
originally backed onto a filthy tributary,
buried beneath the then freshly constructed
main road, Carrer de la Unió.
The stubbornly irrational interior was
forced kicking and screaming into right
angles – though not quite successfully,
the walls pitching drunkenly like an optical
illusion. It is this 18th-century frontage that

forms the entrance to the Casal Balaguer
Cultural Centre (also known by its mallorquí
name Can Balaguer), completed by Flores
& Prats and Duch-Pizà in 2017.
Originally a large family house, it was
donated to the state in 1965 by the family of
the musician Josep Balaguer i Vallès. Over
a period of 20 years (‘we started this project
in our 30s’, architect Eva Prats remembers,
‘and we’re now in our 50s’), the project grew
from a roof repair in 1996 until 2009 when
a comprehensive reconfiguration and
renovation was decided.
In a collaboration spanning several
decades, Flores & Prats and Palma-based
Duch-Pizà worked closely together on the
house (partner Xisco Pizà passing away in
2015 before Casal Balaguer’s completion),
with Barcelona-based Flores & Prats
making the weekly half-an-hour flight
to Mallorca for site meetings.
Behind the front door, the building’s
underbelly of stone arches and columns,
holding up the house above, has been
revealed to create a spacious covered
cloister around a cobbled courtyard. The
expensive-looking stone columns were built
300 years ago without adequate foundations
and a substantial part of the building’s
budget and architects’ time was sunk
underground and on the roof, out of sight.
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A cobbled patio sits at
the heart of the Casal
Balaguer, from which
the 18th-century
staircase spirals
upwards (left) to the
house museum on the
piano nobile. The
organic volume of the
exhibition space (right)
billows around the
courtyard’s columns.
Italy’s influence is
strongly felt, the house
clearly resembling a
Florentine palazzo from
the street (bottom left)

In contrast to Flores & Prats’ spotlightstealing Sala Beckett (AR December 2017/
January 2018), Casal Balaguer is its inverse.
Although both were poorly built, Sala
Beckett elevated a modest cooperative club
into something precious, while Casal
Balaguer is an ostentatious show of wealth.
Like an urban facade facing onto a small
town square, the newly exposed eastern wall
in the courtyard is carved with sculptural,
Ronchamp-esque openings – the original
windows tracing the ghosts of shops and
studios previously squeezed around the
ground-floor arches onto two floors in the
space of one. Previously reserved for use
by its owners, the patio is a new public room
reclaimed for the city, strewn with chairs
and a refuge from the summer sun.
The opposite edge of the ‘town square’
is formed by an undulating white wall,
like billowing white linen hung out across
a washing line, gently swelling and folding
between the stone columns. Jostling
precariously within their timber casings
like stones in a mosaic, windows fill the
fracture between the top of the wall and the
original dark timber-beamed ceiling, tipping
precariously into the courtyard. Inside is
a space for temporary exhibitions arranged
across a mezzanine level cast in raw
concrete, evoking Jujol and Gaudí’s plasmic
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walls, ripples of stone and spumes of glass.
Conceived as a single concrete piece
inserted into the carcass of the existing
building, the gallery slots into a new core,
essentially a fire escape and lift shaft that
inhabits what was originally a small external
yard and climbs up the building like a raw
concrete creeper. But neglected emergency
stair this is not. Liquid light ingeniously
spills down into the stairwell ‘like rain filling
the spaces that it finds’ on its route to the

ground. The rough cast concrete pauses as
it winds up the building, a balcony folding
out into the void, a timber bench inviting
a moment of rest.
At the top of the stair, as the roofs
of Palma unfurl in all directions, Casal
Balaguer most clearly ‘contains a city of
Palma within itself’ in Prats’ words,
an urbanity in miniature. Held above the
undulating carpet of old tiled roofs and
ancient watchtowers, a small room for
lectures opens onto the roof terrace, fringed
with metal-roofed turrets and campaniles
– the eyes of light-filled periscopes
penetrating the building below.
While the new staircase resembles
a jagged splinter, the original 18th-century
staircase pours into the courtyard, slow and
stately. Footed with a new flight of replica
steps, it swings into the patio and pools into
a soft puddle of stone. Where history stops
and new architecture begins is ambiguous,
playing a game of old and new, in the same
way as Jujol’s brave dissections and
incisions in the thick golden walls of Le Seu.
‘Jujol’s work is exciting because it often
tells us about direct action’, the architects
explain. At Casal Balaguer, the interventions
are not sentimental or timid. ‘We have
the right to heritage’, Prats says, insisting
the most recent configurations are merely

the next layer of history on which further
layers will inevitably be laid. ‘Casal Balaguer
is still evolving’, Prats continues. ‘It is
unfinished – this is just temporary.’
Time is also built into the architects’
almost archaeologically detailed drawings
and cupboardfuls of models. ‘We are
interested in learning to include the doubt,
uncertainty and chance as part of the
creative process’, Flores & Prats write,
‘in the slow time of drawing by hand.’
The accumulated ‘traces of time’ are
seamlessly built into the new architecture.
The 18th-century dome crowning the grand
stairwell is encased in a second cupola,
the dome’s previously hidden external skin
exposed on the new top floor inhabiting
the old attic. The existing stained glass
bejewelling the high reaches of the Baroque
dome is revealed close-up in new intimate
rooms arranged around the outside of its
gentle mound, crazed with crystallisations
of glazing like the globular door frames
of Gaudí and Jujol’s Casa Batlló.
Daylight ‘floating’ in the second cupola is
borrowed by the surrounding spaces before
filtering through the oculus below. Up here
in the attic – including space for a library
and the original tenants Circulo de Bellas
Artes – the rooms are dominated by the
obsessively drawn and detailed roof trusses

grafted onto the surviving 18th-century
eaves: a suite of six different types deployed
according to corner or roof condition.
The architects reveal and play with the
artifice of Casal Balaguer’s fabric, breaking
apart the veneer of Baroque quasi-classicism
and finding joy in the cracks. The surviving
14th-century eastern corner of the house,
rejected by the right-angled rationalisation,
is revealed behind a camouflaged jib door,
a catwalk passing over the ancient

14th C
16th C
18th C

foundations and surviving patches
of painted trompe l’oeil brickwork.
But elsewhere in the house museum which
occupies the piano nobile, the Baroque
artifice prevails unchallenged, even
reinforced: the staged period rooms
installed long after the architects had
finished are a surreal time capsule, sealed
against the sunlight that might bring them
alive. The museum and its director Isabel
Pérez Miró are slowly growing into their
new home, gradually discovering its full
potential. A firm supporter of the project,
Pérez Miró recognises that the building
offers opportunities for the museum not yet
utilised – a ‘shop window’ on the main street
sits empty, waiting to display an insight of
the programme of local history held within.
The architects insist the cultural centre is
just one of the building’s many incarnations,
one of its future lives. ‘Heritage needs to be
reincorporated in an active way in the living
cultural dynamics of the city’, they add, ‘it’s
a statement of sustainability.’ They describe
Jujol’s act of solicited vandalism down the
road at Palma’s cathedral as ‘a work on the
edges – deforming the initial form and
turning it into something new’. Like Jujol’s
tassels, folds and blooms – embroidered in
stone, they are simultaneously ancient and
eternally youthful.
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The new exhibition
space (bottom left)
is conceived as a single
piece, connected to the
concrete fire stair (left)
which climbs up one
corner of the building.
On the top floor, new
rooms are arranged
around the 18th-century
cupola, allowing
intimate glimpses of
stained glass previously
out of reach (top left).
At the top of the stairs,
a roof terrace (this
page) is overlooked by
turrets and skylights
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